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In 2018, our client was looking to optimise its
London property portfolio and move to a new way
of working. All staff were being relocated to 1 of
4 offices, including this site located in the heart
of the City of London. The main objective of the
refit was to transform and improve the way people
work, collaborate and communicate, by combining
new technology and better facilities, for maximum
flexibility.

technology to be as discreet as possible, are used
for client meetings and fine dining experiences. The
third floor ‘Living Rooms’ consist of a co-working
hub, 15 meeting rooms, two ad-hoc use bleacher
theatres, a café and a terrace. The space is a WiFi
only environment with no assigned workstations
giving employees the flexibility to choose where
they want to work. The fourth and seventh floors
have various sized meeting rooms ranging from 4 to
30 seats and were designed for the leadership hub
to host meetings.

The Solution

COMPLETION

2018-19

Kinly was appointed as AV partner to consult,
design and deliver AV solutions across a number of
floors in the building, including the ground, third,
fourth and seventh floors. Working closely with LOM
architects, over 110 technical specialists helped
bring the clients workplace of the future to life using
AVIXA standards.
The ground floor area consists of a divisible 300
person auditorium and milling area used for internal
and external client events. The auditorium has three
4.6m x 2.6m LED screens, which perfectly match
the viewing distance for even the furthest viewer,
but also allow the space to be divided into three
individual spaces of up to 100 people, two individual
spaces seating up to 200 in one space and 100
people in the other, or the one 300 seat space.
The 15 ground floor meeting rooms, designed for

The Result
Our client has been able to offer its staff a
completely flexible and collaborative way of
working, whilst still delivering an exceptional user
experience. There has been a 40% increase in user
adoption since the project finished.
AVMI won Project of the Year at the 2019 AV Awards
for its work with this client.

